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Experience the best image quality you’ve seen in a flat 
monitor, with our Simulated HDR technology, as well as AMD 
Freesync and NVIDIA G-Sync support, and a sleek frameless 

design that will have your eyes clamoring for more.

The Odraz 27” FHD Flat Gaming Monitor is equipped with a  
165hz refresh rate and 1ms response time VA panel which 

benefits the most in fast-paced game genres such as FPS, 
RTS, and MOBAs. 

Low Blue Light mode combined with YEYIAN’s FlickerLess 
technology with vibrant and accurate colors at every angle 

prevents eye strain issues from a prolonged screen use. 

Detect impressively subtle & robust color variations with 
300 cd/m² brightness for reproduction of the most 

impressive color spectrum. Easily achieve the fastest 
response time possible of 1 ms with this monitor and the 

power of your rig. 

One Display Port (1.2) port for maximum 165Hz refresh rate, or for 
those who prefer HDMI we also included two HDMI (2.0) ports.

The Odraz includes two 3W speakers for a full-on entertainment 
experience straight out of the box.

This monitor has a viewing angle of 178°-178° and a 5°/-15° tilt 
ready for you to prop it up in the most comfortable position, 
along with standard VESA 100x100 mm mount compatibility.
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ODRAZ
27” FHD FLAT GAMING MONITOR / YMF-VA27-01

Model: YMF-VA27-01
Made in China

BOX INCLUDES:

Screen Shape Flat

Panel Size

Aspect Ratio

Vertical frequency (digital)

Refresh rate

Display Colors

Viewing Angle H

27” Inches

16:9

130Hz-165Hz

165 Hz

16.7 M

178º/178º

SPECIFICATIONS

Contrast Ratio 3000:1

Brightness 300

Model Number YMF-VA27-01

Panel Type VA

Response Time 1ms(MPRT)

EAN

Response time

Surface Treatment Anti-glare

Horizontal frequency (digital) 104KHz-186.8KHz

1ms(MPRT)

07500619009508

Please read the User Manual before operating this product.
Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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